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1 - Katagi

Hey Darkness! I made this for ya as thanks for the request and plus i love your characters so im going to
make poems for each and every one of them.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

peom:1 Katagi

Katagi was a very pretty lad,
a lad with a very sad past,
He was whipped, stoned and almost killed
but he had a friend,
that stopped it before it got out of hand
but the others still hated him,
and sent him away to live on his own,
he became happy,
and made friends named yusuke, hiei, kuwabara, and kurama,
but that ended all to soon,
with of a man with red eyes and wanted revenge,
for what happened in the past,
and Katagi was beaten, raped and tricked,
and became a monster with a broken heart,
will somebody save this poor boy?



2 - Shiroshi

Its Shiroshis turn!

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Poem 2:Shiroshi

Shiroshi, Shiroshi,
A albino with a broken heart,
and because of that broken heart,
he killed the man he loved,
but that wasnt enough,
he wanted his ex lovers child to die,
and tracked the child down,
and wanted revenge,
but fell in love instead,
and wanteed the childs body, soul, and mind,
but couldnt have it,
so he, killed the childs mind and soul,
but regreted it soon after,
Is he evil or just wants to be loved?



3 - Shibo

Shibos turn!!!!!!Im glad you liked the last 2 DevilofDarkness.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Poem 3:Shibo

Shibo, Shibo
A mistreated son,
who was hated by everyone,
He couldnt stand it,
he wanted to leave,
he got his chance one night,
when the phantom went in,
Shibo asked him to take him with him,
but the phantom refused,
but with some convencing,
the phantom agreed,
He had adventures, close calls,and dangers,
but he made it out alive,
and fell in love,
with the red eyed phantom,
Will anybody love him?



4 - Kimon

Its Kimon''s turn!

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Poem 4:Kimon

Kimon, Kimon
The phantom thief,
who one day went to steal from the count,
but wasnt expecting the son of the count,
who asked to be taken with him,
first he declined,
but he thoaght it over,
and agreed with a few favors,
Kimon took the son to the forest,
and had a few close calls,
but they survived,
and during thier adventures,
Kimon fell in love with the son of the count,
Will the son of the count love him back?
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